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The “question of reasonable compliance” concerns how business firms should comply with morally reasonable laws that have been democratically enacted. This article argues that, out of respect for the governing authority of democratic citizens, firms should comply with the law in accordance with legislators’ normative expectations of compliance. It defends this view against arguments from the legal, economic and business ethics literatures that focus on the contentious nature of democracy and the competitive nature of the market. In response this article argues that these adversarial features of democracy and capitalism do not limit the ability of democratic legislatures to set normative expectations of market actors, nor the duty of firms to comply with them.
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                    Notes
	See Ostas (2004, pp. 577–580) and Hoffman and McNulty (2009, p. 543) for a discussion of the ethics of firms’ compliance with unjust laws. Ostas also discusses the ethics of compliance with “inane” laws (2010, p. 303ff.).


	According to Agency Theory the firm is nothing but a “nexus of contracts” that connects various individuals. (e.g., Jensen and Meckling 1976; Easterbrook and Fischel 1991) Strictly speaking, then, Agency Theory would have us inquire how individuals legally authorized to act on behalf of firms should comply with regulations. We can, however, safely put this metaphysical point aside and speak more loosely about how the firm itself should comply with the law.


	While many regulatory theorists begin with the assumption that business firms are simply “amoral calculators” of the costs and benefits of compliance (Kagan and Sholz 1984), it is not obvious that they are providing a normative theory of market compliance.


	The role of the firm within democratic society has been discussed within the context of corporate political activity (e.g., Silver 2012, 2015; Singer and Ron 2020). This paper draws attention to the proper role of firms in following the law, rather than their proper role in democratic decision-making.


	This answer to the question of reasonable compliance explicates an important aspect of what firms owe democratic citizens. It is, however, a theory of compliance only and is not intended to cover everything that firms owe democratic citizens. I thus do not address arguments, such as that provided by Christiano (2010), that firms should not only comply with the law, but also cooperate with the aims of democratic legislatures.


	Khurana and Nohria (2008) maintain that “It is hard to argue that managers should not embrace the spirit rather than the letter of the laws that govern their enterprises.”; however, the competing arguments considered in this paper demonstrate the prevalence and strength of such arguments.


	One might also understand the democratic expectations view as saying that firms are obligated to follow the law in accordance with legislators’ original intent; however, this does not mean that expectations of compliance are completely fixed over time. This is because legislators can justify laws in terms of moral principles, and our understanding of these principles can evolve over time. This could play out in terms of a law that banned “abusive workplace practices”, where our understanding of what counts as an abusive practice evolves over time. In allowing that democratic lawmakers can establish moral principles that should be complied with, the democratic expectations view is the analog of Dworkin’s (1997) originalist version of constitutional interpretation.


	Singer and Ron (2020) also argue for a social and political theory of the market that is democratically governed. They base their case for the democratic governance of society on the grounds that it uniquely gives “effect to people’s fundamental rights to have things justified to them and their fundamental responsibility to justify themselves to others” (147).


	Whereas citizens are only obligated to comply with just legal orders, one might argue that citizens are not obligated to follow the law at all. The idea is that legal orders, as such, are incompatible with recognizing citizens as self-governing rational agents. The paper presumes, however, that a robust form of political authority is necessary in order to secure the social conditions in which individuals can flourish as rational self-governors. For this reason, rational self-governors will themselves accept morally reasonable democratic legal orders out of respect for the principle of rational self-governance. I thank an anonymous referee for calling attention to this presumption.


	A democratically elected executive can legitimately play a role in the legislative process. Consider the US President, who can negotiate with Congress regarding what kind of bill she will sign. This negotiation can affect what law legislators pass and the negotiation can have democratic validity given the democratic accountability of the President; however, the President’s signature merely affirms legislators’ legal orders, and does not give her “another bite at the apple” in terms of determining the nature of the legal command that citizens must follow; that is, a signing statement can help inform our understanding of what it is that legislators democratically agreed to, but it cannot alter legislators’ legal orders.


	When judges rightfully strike down a law as unconstitutional, this relieves citizens of their duty to comply with the legislators’ attempted legal order. A further interesting question concerns whether citizens have a remaining democratic duty of compliance when a court wrongfully strikes down a law as unconstitutional.


	One might object that a democratic legislature, as a collective body, cannot have any normative expectations at all. This objection presupposes that in order to have normative expectations collective bodies would need to possess conscious mental states, which they apparently do not. The democratic expectations view, however, does not appeal to anything like a conscious mental state of the legislature. Instead, it understands the normative expectations of a democratic legislature in terms of the public rationales of the law agreed to via established democratic processes.


	The idea that legal orders contain expectations of compliance can be cashed out in terms of Raz’ concept of an exclusionary reason (1979, pp. 16–19). An exclusionary reason is a second-order reason that demands that people not take certain first-order reasons into consideration (1979, p. 30). Raz explicates the law’s claimed authority in terms of exclusionary reasons: if the law commands someone to refrain from X’ing, then it puts forward an exclusionary reason for people not to consider first-order reasons for X’ing. In particular, the law puts forward an exclusionary reason that people not do a cost–benefit calculation of whether to follow it. I extend (if not depart from) Raz’ idea here in two ways. First, I propose that democratic legislatures successfully put forward exclusionary reasons when they enact reasonable laws; that is, such laws are actually authoritative and not merely claimed to be as such. Second, I propose that when legislators enact a law they also issue an exclusionary reason for people to not seek ways to follow the letter of the law but nonetheless violate democratic expectations of compliance.


	Christiano (2004) discusses various understandings of the authority of democracy. He contrasts the extremes of pure proceduralism, in which an individual is obligated to comply with democratic decisions no matter their content, and of instrumentalism, in which an individual is only obligated to comply with democratic decisions to the extent that doing so “tends to promote better outcomes than if the subject treats each decision in a critical way” (267–268). This paper agrees with Christiano’s version of proceduralism, in which all persons are bound by democratic authority, but that authority is not unlimited (268). In particular, this paper depends on the idea that individuals are obligated to comply with morally reasonable democratic orders.


	The connection between textualism and the democratic process is explicit. Textualists see their method of legal interpretation as the one that “most faithfully adheres to the legitimate democratic decisions made by the people’s representatives in the legislature.” (Textualism as Fair Notice 2009, p. 553).


	For example, textualists hold that “favoring the legislative spirit or purpose over the plain terms of a statute … risks disregarding the fact that members of Congress must sometimes accept half a loaf in order to get legislation through a complex process with multiple veto points” (Manning 2009, p. 2014).


	This proposal has affinities with Barak, who holds that the “will” of a democratic legislature is constituted out of the “purposes, social changes, and goals upon which the members of the legislature agreed” (2006, p. 137).


	While I reject textualism’s understanding of democratic legislators’ expectations of compliance, I find it plausible that textualist judges have the power to shape the law in a way that does not take into account the normative expectations of democratic legislators. If they do have such a power, I would maintain that firms are still morally obligated to comply with those normative expectations even if they are not legally obligated to.


	A textualist-based approach has been especially influential in how businesses see their duties of compliance with respect to tax law (Cunningham and Repetti 2004, pp. 1–2).


	For examples of legislators publicly expressing this anger, see (Johnston 2003, pp. 229–250).


	For a discussion of how banks engaged in this kind of behavior in advance of the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, see Silver (2018).


	This raises the question of how market actors should comply with the law when it is not clear what the relevant democratic normative expectations are. This topic merits its own treatment, and I can only observe here that respect for democratic governance will often require that market actors proactively work with the rest of society to resolve the ambiguity concerning these democratic expectations. At times, this may only require that market actors be transparent or public about the understanding of the public rationale of the law that they are operating under.


	The result does not say how prevalent these irrational circumstances are. It may be the case, then, that Katz overplays the significance of the formal result, as there will be many circumstances in which the amalgamated preferences of voters do obey the minimal standards of rationality.


	Both qualitative research and experimental studies show that the compliance level of market actors depends on their beliefs about the compliance levels of other market actors. After surveying hundreds of firms across multiple industries, Thornton et al. (2005, p. 266) argue that regulatory enforcement bolsters firms’ compliance, in part, because it gives them reassurance that their compliance will not put them at a competitive disadvantage. Alm et al. (2017) use experimental methods to show that the tax compliance of individuals depends on their beliefs about their neighbors’ tax compliance.


	For a fuller discussion of “The Moral Problem of Assurance” see James (2012, pp. 103–127.).


	This assurance dynamic explains why it is possible to achieve “relatively high levels of regulatory compliance exist even when the threat of legal enforcement appears to be remote” (Thornton et al 2005, p. 264).


	I owe this way of framing the position to the discussion in Heath (2018).


	With regard to behavior that is bad precisely because it is prohibited, or malum prohibitum, Ostas holds that firms are merely required to follow the letter of the law. He adopts this differential view between regulations that are malum in se and those that are malum prohibitum after considering the fact that some regulations are actually in the public interest and others serve the private interests of those who capture the regulatory process. This fact, however, actually points towards a theory of compliance in which firms are obligated to follow regulations when they actually serve the public interest, and not when they serve private interests at the expense of the public interest. This solution coheres with the idea that compliance is owed as a matter of democratic respect: when the political process has been captured by private interests, then it no longer counts as democratic, and firms are no longer obligated to comply with it out of respect for democratic governance.


	I thank Santiago Mejia for raising this point.


	For further exploration of how the implicit morality of the market can inform the normative roles of market actors, see Smith (2018).


	I do not mean to endorse here that the implicit morality of the market is related to economic efficiency, and especially so if that is taken to entail that the market should be understood as a competition between profit-maximizing agents. I suggest an alternative way of understanding the implicit morality of the market in Silver (2016).


	Singer (2018) has argued for an extension of the MFA in which market actors’ pursuit of profit should be constrained by “justice failures”, and not just market failures. He does not recognize, however, the duty of market actors to constrain their pursuit of profits in order to respect the democratic governance of society.


	Heath maintains that the “central role of business ethics is to provide an “immanent critique” of corporate conduct. Its objective is...to clarify and to correct the self-understanding of participants in the market economy, who are being bombarded...by a seductive but ultimately false suggestion that the institutions of the market free them from all forms of moral constraint” (2014, p. 19).


	The arguments of this paper also have implications for how lawyers should counsel their business clients: despite the adversarial nature of the legal process, they should advise them what behavior is in accordance with legislators’ expectations of compliance, whether as part of or in addition to their analysis of the law itself. To do otherwise is to encourage a culture of noncompliance with reasonable democratic legal expectations within the business community.
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